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BC Reggio-Inspired
Mathematics Project
February 2022 Newsletter
Welcome to our second series of e-newsletters with
new ideas for 2022!
(for best viewing of images, open in your browser)
As we continue to nurture and grow this professional
inquiry project, we welcome educators from across the
world to join in our dialogue, our proposals and our
collaboration.
link to our blog
In each newsletter, we intend to share an encounter
with mathematics, introduce you to educators in our
project and share recommended resources. We would
love your suggestions as to what this newsletter can
offer you. This is the second newsletter of 2022. All 2021
newsletters are archived on our blog.

Encounters with Addition
Addition is a number operation in which two ore more
quantities are combined or “added” together to form a
total or sum. In the research-based framework of
Cognitively Guided Instruction, addition is described as
the process of joining or parts-whole relationships. In the
BC mathematics curriculum the concept of composing
and decomposing quantities to ten in Kindergarten builds
the foundation for formally introducing addition with
numbers and symbols in grade one. In the subsequent
grades, students develop mental math strategies and
other approaches to adding different types and ranges of
numbers. Over time, students develop fluent and flexible
thinking about addition and apply this understanding to
solve and pose problems and tell math stories.

Cognitively Guided Instruction focuses on children’s
thinking and strategies. The CGI framework provides three
equation structures to consider when students are
learning about addition: start unknown (__+5=12), change
unknown (7+__=12) and result unknown (7+5=__). It is also
recommended to represent equations with the
equivalence symbol (=) in different positions as well such
as 12 = 7 + 5. Students can interpret 7 + 5 in many ways
such as joining (taking a quantity of seven and combining
it with a quantity of five) or parts-whole relationships
(seeing 7 brown eggs and 5 white eggs in an egg carton).
Also, provide opportunities for students to add more than
two quantities or numbers together.

Invite students to investigate addition with the
following questions:
What do you know about addition?
What materials can you use to think about addition?
What tools can you use to help you think about
addition?
How can you represent addition in concrete, pictorial
and symbolic forms?
What different strategies can you use to add
quantities or numbers?
When do you use addition in your daily life?
What do you wonder? What might you investigate
next and use mathematics to help you understand
the world around you?

Materials and tools such as ten frames, number lines,
Unifix cubes, base ten blocks, Cuisenaire rods and
loose parts support thinking about addition in different
ways. Assessment questions to consider: Does the
student demonstrate their understanding of addition with
concrete, pictorial and symbolic forms? Can the student use
materials to create and describe an addition question,
problem or story? What mathematically specific language
does the student use when talking about addition? Is the
student able to use addition strategies flexibly? What
connections are your students making that might inspire
further investigation and inquiry?

Math Game of the Month:
Each month in 2022 we are going to feature a math
game that supports students’ mathematical thinking
and mental math strategies as well as collaboration
and communication with others. Many math games can
be adapted for varying levels of experiences and ages.
This month we feature the game Towers. You can
download the game information HERE.

Mathematical Encounters
with Cuisenaire Rods
For 2022, each month on Twitter, we will be featuring a
different material and how it can used in connection to
mathematics. We draw upon the work of of Loris
Malaguzzi and the role materials play in children’s
learning experiences.
“The wider the range of possibilities we offer children, the
more intense will be their motivations, and the richer their
experiences. We must widen the range of topics and
goals, the types of situations we offer and their degree of
structure, the kinds and combinations of resources and
materials, and the possible interactions with things, peers
and adults.” ~Loris Malaguzzi
For February we highlighted the mathematically
structured and colourful wooden material CUISENAIRE
RODS.

Cuisenaire rods are considered the first well known
commercially produced mathematics manipulative and
were invented in 1945 by a Belgian music teacher,
Georges Cuisenaire. He was concerned that children
did not take the same delight in mathematics as a
mathematician might and wanted to create a sensory
material to help them engage in thinking about
numerical relationships. So, Cuisenaire rods have
always been about joy, wonder, creativity and beauty in
mathematics.
What relationships do you notice when you play, create
or build with the rods?

What mathematical ideas could you play with when
investigating Cuisenaire rods? Some ideas that come to
mind are comparing, estimating, visualizing, counting,
adding, fractions, ratios, design, symmetry, patterns
and measurement.

Educator Profile
This month we feature Angela Meredith of the Burnaby
School District. Angela is the Early Learning Coordinator
for her district and has been involved in our project
since the very beginning.

Angela’s thoughts on the impact of our professional
collaborative inquiry project:
“When I think about the impact of this Reggio Inspired Mathematics project, I’m
reminded of Loris Malaguzzi’s words, “teachers are creators of relationships…
relationships not only between people but also among ideas, materials and
experiences.” Our cross-district gatherings not only made space for these
connections to grow both individually and collectively, but also gave me a new
perspective as I rediscovered the joy of mathematical exploration.
Our group of “pedagogical companions” made a commitment to play, make,
question, provoke and engage with the documentation that was regularly
shared. I appreciated the regular exchange of ideas as they often challenged
my thinking and disrupted some of my long held beliefs about math. Meeting in
The Studio at Grauer situated us in a learning space that reflected the playful
spirit of discovery and invited us all to learn with and through a variety of
materials. Enlarging my experience with both structured and unstructured
materials (whether it was a new way to use Cuisenaire Rods or looking for the
math that lived in wire), has made me more attuned to seeing the potential of
building mathematical relationships in any environment. I now find myself
“mathematizing” the world around me and continue to ask “what math lives
here?” - for this, and for the gift of this community of practice, I am so grateful.”

Recommended Resources
The following are some recommended resources
about Cuisenaire Rods from teachers in our project:
Cuisenaire - from Early Years to Adult by Mike Ollerton,
Helen Williams and Simon Gregg (published by the
Association of Teachers of Mathematics in the United
Kingdom) - info on print and ebook HERE
Relational Rod Trays (created by a Canadian teacher)
and ideas to use them can be found HERE
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